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Devon Conversions, one of Britain's best known names in the
motor caravan field have launched an all-new family of vehicles
that reflect what today's motor caravan owners want.

More than twelve month's careful research and development
have led to these exciting new vehicles based on Volkswagen,
Toyota and Bedford models, with more in the pipeline.
Modern styling combined with many practical new features
and careful planning of the interior layout, backed up by Devon's
30 years experience make-these new vehicles a very attractive
proposition.
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Flagship of the new range, based on the well established Volkswagen
Transporter, a nam e synonym ous with Devon after m any years successful
association.
The all new Eurovette features D evon's own stylish and aerodynamic
Hi-Top roof design w hich gives excellent interior space.
As befits a luxury model, the Eurovette sleeps two with ease, and offers
im pressive interior appointm ents; cook er, oven, large 3-way fridge, hot box
central heating, wardrobe,
heated drying cabinet,-and
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Also standard are the generously sized double bed, secure stowage for
cutlery and crockery, and spacious cupboards.
Options include a water heater, microwave oven, Porta Potti and an
ingenious "beach show er" unit with hot water for use outside of the rear of the
vehicle.

The Dove, a four berth conversion, has the "D ouble Top' elevating roof,
w hich gives spacious living accom m odation, and has seating for up to six people
w hilst travelling.
Com prehensive equipm ent includes cooker, fridge, stainless steel sink
w ith drainer, electric w ater system, wardrobe and plenty of well planned storage
space.
Launched to an enthusiastic response from trade and public this Autum n,
the Domino, based on the Bedford Midi Van, was the first vehicle to feature the
new 'aero-look' Hi-Top roof that integrates so well with today's more
stream lined vans.
Fully insulated, with side w indow s and roof vent, this spacious new roof
incorporates an over cab locker for table storage, with racking along the rear and
nearside for crockery, maps and m agazines.
Interior fittings and equipm ent (which includes an oven and a large 3 way
fridge) are to D evon's usual high standards. There is a choice of either two single
beds or one double bed, each of increased width for added comfort.
Neat and practical, as are all D evon motor caravans, the Domino and
Dove are well worth closer inspection.
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perform ance and a high degree of com fort, the Caravette, is designed for family
use all year round and incorporates an extremely practical interior that can have
a double or two single beds in the roof in addition to the main double bed.
Standard fittings include foldaway gas cooker, two-way fridge and
stainless steel pull-out sink unit with drainer and cutlery drawer. There is also a
wardrobe, plenty of storage space and removable water tank with electric pump.
Seating is provided for up to seven, with all seats forward facing or alternatively
the first pair can easily be switched to face rearwards.
Options include sunroof and Hi-Top fixed roof in place of elevating roof.

Available for the first time with both High-Top and elevating roof are the
two new Toyota H i-Ace based m odels, both with 2 litre petrol engine.
The TourAce elevating roof m odel, which sleeps four, benefits from a
larger bed, and is equipped to a similar high standard as the TopAce. Seating is
available for six people.
The TopAce, featuring a fully insulated fixed Hi-Top roof with side
window s is designed primarily for two but can accommodate four in style and
comfort.
All seats and beds are of increased width, and all the usual Devon
refinem ents such as cooker, oven, fridge, stainless steel sink with drainer,
pow ered water supply and carefully planned storage space make this an
attractive vehicle to own.
Both these coversions are finished to the high standards for which D evon
are recognised, with generously cut upholstery and curtains in quality material.
Full m anufacturers approval for both these models is your assurance of
quality.
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Identical in concept to the Moonraker, and using the same
base vehicles, the Sunrise offers a higher level of interior
appointments and fittings to make it even more luxurious.
The main changes are in the kitchen area; a smart matching
vitreous enamel sink unit and gas hob replace the stainless steel
versions, and the fridge is a large 2 cu. ft model with 3-way
power.
Kitchen units that would grace any home are complemented
by hardwearing laminate worktops, and the level of interior trim
is superb; best quality dralon upholstery, generously cut
curtains in thick material and touch catches on all cabinet doors.
Devon's first class craftsmanship allied to the all round
virtues of the VW's make this an ideal 'home on wheels'.

Britain's most popular caravan for many years, based on
the Volkswagen Kombi and Transporter the Moonraker
has established a reputation for style, flexibility and ease of
use.
A well equipped kitchen features stainless steel sink
with draining board, electric water pump, gas cooker,
cavernous storage locker, large cupboard and gas/electric
fridge.
Accommodation is for four adults on two large double
beds, or one double and two singles for family usage.
The unique AeroSpace roof offers a surprising amount
of interior space. There is also a roof vent with fly screen as
standard.

Family Favourites
Devon have never believed in 'change
for the sake of change/ The solid, respectable
virtues of the Sunrise, Moonraker and Dawn
models, all firm favourites with caravan
owners, mean that developments for '86
have been limited to small but important
improvements.
With full manufacturers approval as
your quality assurance, these three, and
indeed all Devon models, offer excellent
value for money.

For further details and full specifications and price lists
on the exciting family of Devons, please write or
telephone:

Devon Conversions Limited
Vulcan Works, Water Lane, Exeter, Devon, EX2 8BY
Tel: (0392) 211611

Based on the Transit 100 model with Ford's luxury
custom pack, the Devon Dawn set new standards for motor
caravan design w hen it was launched 18 months ago.
Approved by Ford, the Dawn is fitted with an
aerodynamically shaped Hi-Top roof, complete with tinted
side windows and roof vent.
Accommodation is for two adults, with optional single
beds for children 'upstairs'.
Interior trim is of a bright, modern striped design in
either red and white or blue and white. All the seat covers
and curtains are machine washable, making it practical as
well as pleasing to the eye.
Fittings and equipment conform to Devon's usual high
standards, and options include a mains electricity package,
larger 3-way fridge and space heater.

As part of our policy o f continuous improvement and development, designs
materials and trim colours may vary from those illustrated.
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